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MODULE 15

Mega-Credibility in Selling
The average customer is bombarded with hundreds 
and even thousands of commercial sales messages 
every day .  

He or she is surrounded by people and companies try-
ing to sell him or her products of all kinds, at all levels 
of quality and price .  

The customer today is extremely skeptical and suspi-
cious of any and all sales efforts .  For you to be success-
ful in selling, you must develop a method of overcom-
ing skepticism and building high levels of confidence in 
the mind of  the customer toward you, your company, 
and your products and services .  

In this lesson, you learn how to develop high levels of 
credibility in everything you do that affects the cus-
tomer and the buying decision .

“Honesty is,  

in fact,  

the policy that  

pays the best.” 

~ Winston Churchill
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MEGA-CREDIBILITY IN SELLING

H I G H  P E R F O R M A N C E  S E L L I N G

1. The critical variables in successful selling today are the level of trust 
and the quality of the relationship:

 a .  How much the customer trusts you determines how he 
responds to your offer; 

 b . The quality of the relationship with the customer determines 
whether or not he buys from you .

2. The major obstacle to buying today is the fear of failure in the mind 
of the customer:  

 a . The customer fears paying too much for your product or 
service; 

 b . The customer is afraid of ending up with the wrong product for 
his or her particular needs;

 c . The customer is afraid of making a mistake and being criticized 
by others for having bought something that is inappropriate;

 d . The customer is afraid of getting stuck with a product that he or 
she cannot get serviced or repaired .

3. The more the customer believes you and what you say, the lower is 
his or her fear of making a mistake in a buying relationship: 

 a . As the customer’s trust in you grows, his or her fear decreases; 
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 b. Your job is to increase the customer’s confidence and trust  
in you .

4. Everything you do in the sales relationship either helps or hurts in 
the building of trust and credibility:

 a . Everything either adds to or takes away from the credibility 
you need to make a sale;

 b . Customers are extremely nervous and uneasy about making a 
wrong decision .

5. Your job is to position yourself as the low-risk provider of your 
product or service: 

 a . Position yourself as the lowest risk rather than the lowest  
price seller; 

 b . Customers will pay more to reduce risk in a purchase  
decision .

6. The salesperson is the first element of credibility that the customer 
sees, hears or experiences: 

 a. Customers make a decision about you in the first  
four seconds; 

 b. 95% of the first impression you make is determined by  
your clothes;

 c . Dress for success in every element of your grooming, 
accessories and appearance .
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7. The most valuable asset that your company has is a reputation  
for quality products and service to other customers in the 
marketplace:

 a. Be sure to tell your prospect about the size of your company, 
how long you have been in business and how large your 
market share has become;  

 b . Be sure that your brochures, handouts, sales materials and 
business cards all look first class;

 c . The telephone manners of you and your staff, and how quickly 
you respond to inquiries, are major factors in the customer’s 
mind .

8. Social proof is a key mega-credibility factor .  Fully 85% of sales are 
based on “word-of-mouth:”

 a . Others in similar situations who have bought your product 
build credibility; 

 b . The customer wants to know, “Who else has done it?” 

 c . Use testimonial letters, lists and photographs of previous 
customers .

9. Authority is a major mega-credibility factor, made up of anyone the 
customer respects:

 a.  Publications, magazines and news stories mentioning your 
product or service build credibility;
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 b . People who are known for their expertise or knowledge build 
your credibility; 

 c. Symbols of affluence and authority increase your credibility.

10. The product or service you sell can build high levels of credibility in 
the mind of the customer:

 a. When your product provides the specific benefit your customer 
seeks, it has more credibility;

 b . When you show that the value the customer receives outweighs 
the price, you build credibility; 

 c . When you back your product with guarantees and assurances, 
you add credibility .

11. Your sales presentation itself is a major credibility factor: 

 a . Make sure your presentation is customer-focused and  
problem-centered;

 b . Carefully match your product or service to the customer’s 
needs; 

 c . Focus on the relationship and the person throughout the 
presentation; 

 d . Accept complete responsibility for the purchase . Say,  
“I’ll take care of all the details .”
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12. The key rule in mega-credibility is that “everything counts!” 

 a . If it doesn’t help, it hurts; 

 b . If it doesn’t move you toward the sale, it moves you away  
from the sale; 

 c . Nothing is neutral or unimportant when dealing with a 
customer and a buying decision .

The most successful salespeople are those who work continually to build their 
credibility in the marketplace and with their customers .  

Everything you do or fail to do either adds to or detracts from the likelihood 
of your making a sale.  The very best salespeople recognize that “the devil 
is in the details,” and they constantly look for ways to increase their believ-
ability in the hearts and minds of customers . 

Now, here are some questions you can ask and answer:

1. What are the critical variables in successful selling today?

2. List three reasons why customers are suspicious and skeptical about 
any product or service offering .

3. What three specific things can you do to lower the fear of failure in 
the mind of the customer?

4. What are three things you do in a sales conversation that either help 
or hurt the sale?
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5. What are three ways that you can position yourself as the low-risk 
provider of your product or service?

6. What are the three key elements of your personal appearance that  
affect your credibility in the mind of the customer?

7. What are three benefits or advantages that make your company the 
very best company to buy from in today’s competitive market?

 What one action are you going to take immediately as a result of what 
you have learned in this lesson?

Now, stop the lesson at this point and answer these questions:

1. What are the critical variables in successful selling today?

 1) ___________________________________________________________

 2) ___________________________________________________________

 3) ___________________________________________________________

2. List three reasons why customers are suspicious and skeptical about 
any product or service offering:

 1) ___________________________________________________________

 2) ___________________________________________________________

 3) ___________________________________________________________
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3. What three specific things can you do to lower the fear of failure in 
the mind of the customer?

 1) ___________________________________________________________

 2) ___________________________________________________________

 3) ___________________________________________________________

4. What are three things you do in a sales conversation that either help 
or hurt the sale?

 1) ___________________________________________________________

 2) ___________________________________________________________

 3) ___________________________________________________________

5. What are three ways that you can position yourself as the low-risk 
provider of your product or service?

 1) ___________________________________________________________

 2) ___________________________________________________________

 3) ___________________________________________________________
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6. What are the three key elements of your personal appearance that  
affect your credibility in the mind of the customer?

 1) ___________________________________________________________

 2) ___________________________________________________________

 3) ___________________________________________________________

7. What are three benefits or advantages that make your company the 
very best company to buy from in today’s competitive market?

 1) ___________________________________________________________

 2) ___________________________________________________________

 3) ___________________________________________________________

 What one action are you going to take immediately as a result of what 
you have learned in this lesson?

  _______________________________________________________________________

  _______________________________________________________________________

  _______________________________________________________________________
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NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS

“Go out and  

buy yourself a  

five-cent pencil and 

a ten-cent notebook 

and begin to write 

down some  

million-dollar ideas 

for yourself.” 

~ Bob Grinde


